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ABOUT OUR SECRET LIFE IN THE MOVIES

We wrote Our Secret Life in the Movies in San Francisco, 
in a shared sublet a block away from Mission Dolores, the 
site of Carlotta Valdes’s grave in Hitchcock’s Vertigo. We’d 
hatched a plan to watch every ! lm in the Criterion Col-
lection’s sweeping catalog of world cinema classics over 
the course of a single year. This obsession fed o"  pizza 
boxes, sambuca fumes, and whatever is damaged on the Y 
chromosome.

We watched ! lm after ! lm—as many as two or three 
a day—and wrote stories inspired by them. For each 
! lm, two stories, a double take. After completing a dozen 
sketches, it became obvious that we were writing a frag-
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mented book of linked snapshots chronicling our parallel 
trajectories as the last children of the Cold War, coming of 
age in the 1980s amidst the white noise of intercontinental- 
ballistic mayhem and Reaganomics.

We all have a secret life in the movies, in which the 
pictures seep through our dreams until fantasy and real-
ity become hopelessly blurred. We are in the movies, and 
the movies are in us.

MM / JMT
2014
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PORQUE TE VAS
\  After Cría Cuervos by Carlos Saura  \

In 1973, my local fame as a defective birth—holes in both 
lungs—spread to a Rosicrucian prayer group in Milwau-
kee. They chanted some incantations that mended the 
fabric of the universe for a time. For example, that same 
month, the ! nal combat soldiers left Vietnam and Captain 
Beefheart declared that whales had high IQs “from what I 
hear of their music.” My lungs healed while  Nixon’s White 
House crumbled. The Pioneer 11 spacecraft hurtled to-
ward Jupiter and Saturn, eventually collecting an Emmy 
for its photographs of the outer planets and becoming the 
! rst human object to leave the solar system. Humanity 
lost contact with Pioneer 11 in 1995, the same year I left 
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town, but fortunately both of us are attached to identical 
small metal plaques designed to shield us from interstellar 
dust. On each plaque there’s a fanciful diagram indicat-
ing that the Sun is our home star. My parents are shown 
naked on the plaque and my father is waving hello, even 
though they never spoke much after the divorce.

WE BUY GOLD
\  After Cría Cuervos by Carlos Saura  \

When I was born, my father wanted to name me Ruskin 
Marshall, the kind of name that leads to bare-knuckle 
boxing and haggis-eating competitions. My sister was to 
be named Mason James. Instead, my mother placed her 
bets on Michael and Mary. And it was good. Amen.

Fergus came to live with us in the second grade. We 
called him Fred. He couldn’t stop pacing. His arms went 
crazy sometimes and his hands slapped around and he 
shouted a lot. He slept in my sleeping bag on the # oor 
next to my bed.

It was my job to get Fred on the bus and take him to 
class with me, saying that he was my cousin from Canada. 
His arms and hands # apped all day, and I explained to 
every one that Fred was a Rubik’s Cube master training for 
a showdown in Moscow, that he could never stop practic-
ing, calculating, thinking out loud, rotating and clicking 
the invisible into alignment.

A few nights after he arrived, I awoke to my mother 
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crying, and to another woman’s voice at the door. From 
my bedroom window I could barely make out my father 
loading Fred’s things into the trunk of a car I’d never 
seen, his cigarette moving in the dark at his side, like an 
empty playground swing. And then Fred was gone. And 
then it was summer.

Last week, when driving my wife to work, I saw him 
standing near the entrance to a strip mall, twirling a sign 
that said We Buy Gold. I called my mother and she ex-
plained that he came from a side of the family I was never 
allowed to meet, that he and his mother were passing 
through on their way to San Diego, on the run from her 
maniac husband, moving from shelter to shelter. They had 
looked us up in the phone book, my mother said. They 
eventually had to change their names.
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